
Why do my houseplants look so dull during the winter? Sometimes they even die. What can I 
do? 
 
Once the days begin to get shorter and autumn approaches, houseplants respond in much the 
same way that trees do. Their growth slows down, flowering stops, and some may even drop 
large numbers of leaves. All of these ‘symptoms’ are natural reactions of houseplants to 
changes in the environment. In the spring and summer, houseplants are actively growing. In the 
winter, they are ‘at rest.’ This rest period is a good thing that is needed by many plants.  
Unfortunately, many problems can crop up during the winter months.  
  
Low humidity is the biggest problem. In the spring and summer, the heat is off and windows are 
open. There is more moisture inside our homes. In the winter, with furnaces on, homes may 
have a relative humidity that is only 10 to 20%. Houseplants like the relative humidity to be in 
the 40 to 50% range. There are several things you can do to overcome this problem. Group 
plants together to create a ‘mini-environment’ that is higher in humidity. You can also place 
plants on top of saucers that are filled with gravel, then add water to the saucer. Just make sure 
that the bottom of the pot is not sitting in water. Move plants away from heat sources like hot 
air vents, radiators, and stoves. 
 
The watering of houseplants during the winter brings up a ‘catch-22’ situation. Generally, plants 
require less water in the winter because they are not actively growing. But, if the air is 
extremely dry or the plants are near a heat source, they may require more water than they do 
in the summer. Remember that watering is dependent on location, humidity, and the species of 
plant. It is better to keep the plants on the dry side. Water when the soil is barely dry to the 
touch. Also, water thoroughly so that water runs out of the bottom of the pot. Any extra water 
that remains in the saucer should be poured off. I place all of my houseplants in the bathtub 
when I water them so that they can drain freely. 
 
The reason your houseplants look poorly in the winter is because of the lack of sunlight. The 
days are shorter and the sunlight is less intense. Come spring they will develop a healthier 
color. 
 
Temperature is another issue. Houseplants like daytime temperatures that are between 65 and 
70 degrees and night temperatures of 60 to 65 degrees. For plants that are near heat sources, 
the temperature may actually be much higher. Temperatures below 50 degrees may damage 
some houseplants. Remove plants from cold windowsills and from unheated rooms. 
 
Even though your houseplants may look dull during the winter, resist the temptation to fertilize 
them. Many plants need the winter rest period and stimulating their growth may lead to other 
problems. Start fertilizing again in April or May. The plant will let you know when it is time – 
you’ll see a flush of new growth. 
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